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Accreditation a Symbol of
Commitment to Quality Care

A ccreditation!!! State medical
boards and insurers
encourage it; practices would

like to achieve it. Although many
practitioners are interested in being
accredited, they meet with resistance
when suggesting it to the practice
staff. The resistance is usually due to
the specter of change; very little
spare time is available in a busy
practice and change takes time. 

Practitioners and staff voice
two major concerns about
accreditation:
• Accreditation will require that we

renovate the whole physical plant
and spend a great deal of money.
Physical plant requirements are
established by the National Fire
Protection Association, not the
accreditation agency. How the
practice is classified – as “busi-
ness” or “healthcare” occupancy
— identifies whether or not physi-
cal changes are required. If the
goal also is to obtain state licen-
sure/Medicare certification, then
federal and state guidelines also
must be addressed.

• Accreditation requires that we
implement new processes. While
we say that “JCAHO or AAAHC
requires,” what they actually
require is compliance with indus-
try standards, such as OSHA
(e.g., bloodborne pathogens and

toxic substances), DEA (managing
controlled substances), or AAMI
(sterilization processes). The sim-
ple fact is that the practice should
be in compliance with these and
other professional standards
whether accredited or not.

Why would an OMS office
want to be accredited?
• Demonstrate Your Commitment

to Patient Safety. Medical errors
resulting in patient injury are con-
stantly reported in the news.
Accreditation provides a way for
the practice to demonstrate its
commitment to patient safety by
validating that the processes used
in treating patients meet accepted
standards of practice.

For example, the JCAHO
National Patient Safety Goals
include the implementation of
processes to prevent wrong
patient/procedure/ site surgery
(use two patient identifiers), med-
ication errors (lists of abbrevia-
tions that can and cannot be
used), and facility-acquired infec-
tions (cleaning, decontaminating,
sterilizing).

• Protect the Assets of Your
Practice. The practice can manage
and reduce liability by complying
with industry standards. Just as
ignorance is no excuse under the

law, lack of knowledge is never an
acceptable defense for negligent or
substandard patient care.

• Staff Pride. Accreditation
acknowledges that patients are
treated within the “reasonable”
standard of care and recognizes
staff achievements.

• Marketing/PR Opportunity.
Your patients know you care
about quality because your prac-
tice has gone above and beyond
existing requirements to assure
that the care given is in accor-
dance with industry requirements.

When nothing bad happens, we
assume that everything must be OK.
How do you prove that your day-to-
day operation is in compliance with
industry standards? Accreditation is
a way to evaluate your practice
against the many standards that
already should be part of your oper-
ations. Consistency is an opportunity
for the practice to benchmark with
those of other doctors.

The time for change is now. Using a
leisurely timeframe to understand
the issues of accreditation is the key
to getting started. Taking it one
process/issue at a time is a more pro-
ductive and less stressful means of
learning about accreditation require-
ments. Change is difficult, but it can
be positive. 
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The process of determining whether
your office is meeting industry/
accreditation standards is an educa-
tional experience. Doctors who have
been there advise approaching
inspection as an opportunity to learn
from surveyors who have seen the
many ways others have met the stan-
dards and can bring new ideas to
your practice.

For more information on accredita-
tion, please contact the AAOMS
Department of Advanced Education
and Professional Affairs at 
800/822-6637.

AAOMS PRACTICE MANAGEMENT NOTES

This is number 78 in a series of articles on practice management and marketing for oral
and maxillofacial surgeons developed under the auspices of the Committee on Practice
Management (Larry J. Moore, chair, Robert W. Emery, Brent T. Garrison, Jerry L.
Halpern, Rickey L. Hurst, Donald P. Lewis, Jr., Robert T. Watts, Jr., Robert L. Coles,
consultant, and Thomas M. Weil, consultant) and AAOMS staff. Complete sets of
previously published Practice Management Notes are available online at www.aaoms.org.

AAOMS Retraction on
“Discipline Without
Punishment”
The article “Discipline Without
Punishment” that appeared in the
March/April 2002 edition of
Practice Management Notes and
on the AAOMS Web site was
submitted to AAOMS by George
S. Conomikes, a practice
management consultant and
contributor/speaker who has
worked with AAOMS. The article
was not written by Mr. Conomikes
as indicated to AAOMS. It was
part of an article written by Dick
Grote, President of Grote
Consulting Corporation in Dallas,
Texas, first published in the
September/October 2001 issue of
Across the Board. Mr. Grote is a
consultant in the field of
performance management and is
also author of the book Discipline
Without Punishment.

AAOMS published this article in
the belief that it was an original
article of Mr. Conomikes. AAOMS
regrets this error and extends its
apologies to Mr. Grote.

This statement constitutes only an
explanation to our members
surrounding the publication of the
article. This statement in no way
constitutes an admission of fault
by AAOMS.

Office-Based Accreditation Comparison

Accreditation Association for
Ambulatory Health Care, Inc.
3201 Old Glenview Road, Suite 300
Wilmette, Illinois 60091-2992
847/853-6060; www.aaahc.org

Cost: $2,990

Length of Accreditation: 3 years

Emphasizes constructive consultation
and education. 

Accreditation based on self-
assessment, survey, and committee
review.

No more than 4 doctors in the
practice

Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Healthcare Organizations
One Renaissance Blvd.
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181
630/792-5000; www.jcaho.org

Cost: $3,975

Length of Accreditation: 3 years

On-site education and consultation
by surveyors throughout the survey.

Accreditation based on compliance
with JCAHO standards and
continuous efforts to improve the
care and service provided.

No more than 4 doctors in the
practice

Survey Content Comparison

SURVEY ACCREDITATION STATE
JCAHO, AAAHC, AAAASF, etc. Licensure, Medicare

Compliance Voluntary Mandatory

Emphasis Evaluation Inspection

Frequency Triennial Annual

Notice Announced Unannounced

Funding Provider fees Tax dollars

Expectations Achievable standards Minimum expectations

Scoring Systems and processes Individual deficiencies

Value Improvement Enforcement

Process Survey compares Survey compares 
performance against performance against 
standards regulations

Approach Education/consultation Sanctions/penalties/fines

Findings Recommendations for Citations
improvement

Award Accreditation Licensure or certification


